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CHEM 240 MIDSEMESTER EXAMINATION SEMESTER 01-2009 CONTINUED

SECTION I: Multiple Choice Questions
Select the SINGLE best alternative in each of the following cases. Indicate your answer by marking the
corresponding letter on the answer sheet provided. Use a cross (X) in soft pencil to make alterations easy.-¥ffit
'wtlt-ne@Q tg logIc at the li!rftl'hs attftchecl to your qucstiSR l'&l'eF: There is a total of 20 marks for this section.
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5) Which line/shows the gas with the highest boilingpoint? f..-
A A
B B
C C

~

6) Gas C shows a region X in which the product PV
reaches a minimum. Which one of the following
best explains this minimum?
A The gas is behaving ideally.
B Forces of attraction between molecules are at

maxImum.

C The size ofthe molecules is appreciable in
comparison with the spaces between them.

D The molecular motion is at a minimum.
E The size of the molecules is at a minimum.

CW
7) Gas lshows a region Y in which the product PV

rises as the pressure increases. Which one of the
following best explains this behaviour?

(f)The molecules are being pushed together
against forces of repulsion as pressure
mcreases.

B The forces of attraction between molecules are

becoming larger and larger as pressure
mcreases.

C The spaces between molecules are becoming
larger and larger as pressure increases.

D Both pressure and volume are increasing
simultaneously.

E The gas is behaving ideally.

. ~ *:1'****:"*********
8) Whic~ts wo~~~cted to have the highest

average molecular speed at 300 K?
A Hydrogen, H2
B Methane, CRt
C Ethane, C2H6

D Propane, C3Hg

E Butane, C4HlO

'I . (C
Questions JJ and t refer to the following diagram

A( ~cm ) B

NH3!1 Je .Hel
<' d )

showing a 30 cm glass tube. At one end is placed a
piece of glass wool soaked in concentrated
hydrochloric acid and at the other end a similar
piece soaked in concentrated ammonia. A white
band forms at C.
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GRAPH 1: PV against P for various gases
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3) 5 cm3 of helium (RMM 4.0) effuse through a small
hole in 16 minutes. Under the same conditions of

temperature and pressure the same volume of sulfur
dioxide (RMM 64) would effuse in
A 4 minutes.
B 16 minutes.
C 32 minutes.

@.64 minutes.
E 256 minutes.

2) Which of the following statements is NOT true
according to the kinetic theory of gases?
A molecules occupy zero volume

~ molecules move randomly
CQ;molecules are attracted to one another

D molecules suffer elastic collisions

E the average kinetic energy of molecules is
proportional to temperature.

QUESTIONS 4 TO 7 involve Graph 1 which shows
plots ofPV against P for 1 mol of various gases (A, B,
C, D and E) at a certain constant temperature am
"'fll1e.

4) Which line shows the behaviour of an ideal gas?
A A
B B
C C
D D

(!)E

1) Oxygen is collected over water at 25°C and
775 mmHg. What is the partial pressure of oxygen
in mmHg if the vapour pressure of water is

d4 offmmHg at 25°C?
A~2..t

~750~751
D 775
E 799
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9) The band consists of
A solid ammonia

B solid hydrogen cWoride

~ solid nitrogen trichloride
(9) solid ammonium chloride

E another substance not mentioned above

10) To 2 significant figures, length d is expected to be:
A 12cm

~ 1.5 cm\.£}18cm
D 20cm
E 10cm

Question 10 to 14 involve the following graphs

100

Platm

72.7

--0

17) The critical temperature of the gas is:
A 13.1°e

B 21.5°e

cg)31.2°e
D 32.5°e
E 48°C

18) Within area ABXe there exists:
A Only gas.

@Gas and liquid
e Only liquid
D A supercritical fluid
E A fourth state of matter

*************

In each of the following questions select the graph
which best fulfils the requirements.

11)y is rate of effusion and x is the square root of (3,RMM for an ideal gas at constant pressure and
temperature.

12) y is P and x is 1#for a fixed number of moles ofA .an ideal gas at constant temperature.

13)y is z (the compressi~factor) and x is P for a C *************
fixed number of moles of a real gas at constant 19) ~U, the change is internal energy of a system, is
temperature .. given by:

14)y is P and x is the Celsius temperature, for an Idea~ A q

gas at constant temperature and vol~e. '" ® q + w

15)y is R (the ideal gas constant) and x ISP for a fixedr e wmass of an ideal gas. C- D ~H
E nRT

16) One mole of a diatomic gas requires more heat to
raise its temperature by a given amount than for a
monatomic gas because
A diatomic molecules are smaller than

monatomic ones.

B diatomic gas molecules possess energy of
rotation whereas monatomic ones do not.

e diatomic gas molecules possess energy of
vibration whereas monatomic ones do not.

@ diatomic gas molecules possess energy of .
vibration as well as rotation whereas
monatomic ones do not.

E diatomic gases have stronger intermolecular
forces than monatomic ones.

20) A closed system is one where:
A Neither energy nor matter is exchanged with

the surroundings.
B Matter but not energy is exchanged with the

/,::, surroundings.~ Energy but not matter is exchanged with the
surroundings.

D Both matter and energy are exchanged with the
surroundings.

E Both heat and work are exchanged with the
surroundings.

Questions 17 and 18 involve the following diagram
showing the variation of pressure with volume for a
real gas at the indicated temperatures.
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SECTION II: STRUCTURED QUESTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS: Answer ALL questions from this section in the spaces provided on the question paper. There
is a total of ** marks for this section. INDICATE NUMERICAL ANSWERS CLEARLY BY UNDERLINING.

1) This question concerns various aspects of ideal and real gases.

a) Account for the following observations in terms of the kinetic molecular theory of gases.

i) The volume of a gas can readily be reduced by increasing the applied pressure. (2)

'~ ~ cA.\'&-

K~ ¥\.(. t~lt: i (A~~f

_~r ~CA~&

~&,~ ~ ~~~~r .(r!.

~ b~ PUA/~ J2~.. f.

4- h~r {/(,~~ (1/

ii) The pressure exerted by a gas increases as the temperature is raisedt~ Ce,L{)~ I:r&~

~~S ~ -re~~L .~~ ..--(L~wQ ~ -
kt...L "

k(l(li( ct.C~

f/,(AfLc.u £L r ,

b) This part of the question concerns the Van der Waals equation

(p + a ;: )<v - nb)= nRT

which is sometimes used to describe the behaviour of real gases.

i) What aspect of a real gas does parameter a account for? ,.

ii) What aspect of a real gas does parameter b account for? ,- -

6 ~ C~~ ;; ~~ ./~k h;-dff- r ~
~tL~f / 14dJlt,e,~ Utraz~ /t-Lc0~)

(3)

-(

_a.e~?/-r--), -------
iv) In which one of the following gases would you expect b to be the largest: He, C02, NH3,

CH3CH2CH2CH3, HCI, PH3? Explain your choice. (2)

CII.1CKlLKLQ..({( )~U ~ /'U.t~f d~ .~~
~ aA'kfl..:/ r (-( )
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2) This questionl concerns the Kinetic theory of gases.

a) There are various ways of expressing the speed of the molecules of a gas. The root mean square speed

.f:J is given by ~ 3: .The average speed ;; of the molecules of a gas is given by ~:- and the

most probable speed it is given by ~ 2: .
i) Calculate the ratio between these quantities for a given gas under the same conditions of

temperature, and so rank them in increasing order, smallest first. (Your calculation should not be ~ )'specific for any value ofT or M.) __ ( ~

--
- )1

(fu-1- ; t1t)J)

~ -----
/fE :W (r)1ut1 III n.

).;zert (711 :(nG:/Ir-NCi)

JZ0 > u > ~ (/)

A
Ur

l)..
-

-
-==- e()

~-R.

S' fe. c:tL,
b) Sketch a graph showing the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of speeds for the molecules of a gas at two

different temperatures on the axes below: Make sure you label your axes and indicate which line shows

the gas at the higher temperature. - - - -- -- C~)

I
/
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N2 g2 -(E2-E1)/(kT)--=-e
N1 gl

where N2/N I indicates the relative populations of the energy states E2 and El. r.!i) Explain the meaning of the terms gl and g2. - ~ - - -- - ~

ii) Assuming that ~/gl = 1, calculate the relative populations of energy states which differ firstly b)(' .O.5kT J and secondly by 100 kT J at around room temperature. - - - ~;L _
Hi) The first two electronic energy states of molecules (the ground state and the first excited state) differ

by about 100 kT at room temperature. What can you conclude from this about th1,nergy state off )the molecules in a gas at room temperature?- - - ~. 1, ~ (
clluih~'c.- .

1~ ~ ~"--!k~"~~ E-I t If...-~ ~
~~IQl (~. & cw-~..J.([ ~ f~g -l~ <;;hJ~J

C-- [,U..<.~ ~ ~~) .o--<Lv~ c, wi- ~(( k..-t ~

. ~~ e",-€.rS ~ & (1

f~ l- Ii Itu. ~u.'''-<J rd ct-l lC)l l,- \., l __
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r
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